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The new enterprise imaging solution supports hospitals and imaging centers as they seek to connect and optimize 
performance, improving the patient experience, health outcomes, and staff experience, while lowering the cost of 
care

Royal Philips, a global leader in health technology, introduced its next-generation enterprise imaging solution. The 
introduction follows several years of strategic investments in R&D and complementary acquisitions, resulting in a suite of 
integrated products that deliver a comprehensive platform designed to connect clinical capabilities and optimize workflows 
around every step in the patient’s journey. The new solution is being unveiled at the 2019 Radiological Society of North 
America (RSNA) Annual Meeting.

“Our new solution seamlessly embeds intelligence at every step of each operational workflow and disease pathway, providing 
the foundation for advanced enterprise imaging today and the fully integrated precision diagnosis platform of tomorrow,” said 
Calum Cunningham, general manager Enterprise Diagnostic Informatics at Philips. “The solution will enable patients, 
clinicians and hospital administrators to fully harness the power of information and translate it into actionable insights – a 
critical next step to advance the healthcare enterprise.”

At RSNA 2019, Philips is highlighting its patient-centered approach to a precision diagnosis and treatment selection. By 
demonstrating advanced clinical and operational capabilities, embedded with AI and analytics, Philips simplifies and 
enhances workflows across the entire enterprise imaging network, including image acquisition, viewing and data 
interpretation, and diagnostic patient management workflows.

The new enterprise imaging solution supports hospitals and imaging centers as they seek to connect and optimize 
performance, improving the patient experience, health outcomes, and staff experience, while lowering the cost of care. It 
includes:

An integrated offering that provides support throughout the patient journey: Even before they reach the hospital, 
Philips’ diagnostic patient management application orchestrates and streamlines patient interactions with their health system 
before and after procedures, maximizing engagement while helping to improve operational efficiency. Workflow management 
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automates scheduling flexibility, tracks patient results efficiently and enables the most urgent studies to be automatically 
delivered together with advanced reporting to the most qualified radiologists.

Image sharing and interoperability to support shared decision making: In any healthcare environment, seamless, 
securely managed access to data and efficient workflow is critical. The solution includes a vendor-neutral, zero-footprint 
enterprise viewer and a secure web portal to provide patient access to relevant clinical information. In addition, Philips 
Forcare Interoperability allows systems, departments and stakeholders to communicate with each other and exchange data, 
seamlessly linking information from different sources.

Comprehensive diagnostic solutions and advanced visualization: The solution provides comprehensive solutions for 
radiology, cardiology, neurology, pathology, oncology, and breast imaging, alongside comprehensive advanced visualization 
and quantification software and interactive multimedia reporting including EMR, RIS and PACS integration.

Operational insights to improve productivity: Philips’ Enterprise Operational Informatics offering is built to support 
structural optimization of the operational performance of imaging departments. The suite includes a broad range of 
applications, both user-focused and cloud-based, providing insights into operations and performance across vendor neutral 
modalities. In addition, it includes clinical analytics to enable a more proactive care model, providing business-critical 
information and a secure remote connection.

Clinical repository for archiving and storage: The solution’s clinical repository includes a vendor neutral archive, smart 
lifecycle management to provide storage and access beyond individual episodes of care, and an acquisition portal to capture 
images across departments, modalities and file formats.

Integrated AI applications across the imaging workflow: The solution’s IntelliSpace AI Workflow Suite enables healthcare 
providers to seamlessly integrate AI applications into the imaging workflow. The comprehensive solution provides a full suite 
of applications for integration and centralized workflow management of AI algorithms, delivering structured results wherever 
they’re needed across the healthcare enterprise.


